In three experiments, college students performed either 2-or 3-comparison conditional discriminations (arbitrary matching to sample) that utilized 64 different configurations composed of drawings. Within each configuration , one comparison related to the sample taxonomically, one related thematically, and, where there was a third comparison, it did not relate to the sample. In training phases, subjects received positive verbal feedback for selections of either the taxonomic or thematic comparisons. Between training phases, subjects responded to novel configurations similar to those of training phases on which they received no feedback for their selections. For some subjects, one cycle through all the phases ended the experiment (Experiment 1); for others, in a second cycle, verbal feedback was reversed to follow selections based on the other relation and all phases were repeated (Experiment 2); and for 1 subject, contextual stimuli indicated which relation would lead to positive verbal feedback for each selection (Experiment 3) . On test phases, the selections of all subjects became increasingly consistent with verbal feedback during training while the contextual stimuli reliably enabled the appropriate relations. These results suggest that human subjects respond relationally on this task, and that such relational responding can be contextually controlled.
In three experiments, college students performed either 2-or 3-comparison conditional discriminations (arbitrary matching to sample) that utilized 64 different configurations composed of drawings. Within each configuration , one comparison related to the sample taxonomically, one related thematically, and, where there was a third comparison, it did not relate to the sample. In training phases, subjects received positive verbal feedback for selections of either the taxonomic or thematic comparisons. Between training phases, subjects responded to novel configurations similar to those of training phases on which they received no feedback for their selections. For some subjects, one cycle through all the phases ended the experiment (Experiment 1); for others, in a second cycle, verbal feedback was reversed to follow selections based on the other relation and all phases were repeated (Experiment 2); and for 1 subject, contextual stimuli indicated which relation would lead to positive verbal feedback for each selection (Experiment 3) . On test phases, the selections of all subjects became increasingly consistent with verbal feedback during training while the contextual stimuli reliably enabled the appropriate relations. These results suggest that human subjects respond relationally on this task, and that such relational responding can be contextually controlled.
In a conditional discrimination such as arbitrary matching to sample, behavior can be controlled either by individual sample/comparison relations or by more general controlling relations that specify which of several sample/comparison relations will be reinforced . On a configuration where A is the sample, and B, C, and D are the comparisons, the subject may only learn to select B. This type of responding is said to be based on an if ... then relation between the stimuli (Carter & Werner, 1978; Sidman & Tailby, 1982) . Relations between stimuli such as these are called stimulus-stimulus relations or, more simply, controlling relations (Fields, Verhave, & Fath, 1984) . Where they apply to a single configuration , as above, we can conceptualize them as specific controlling relations.
The controlling relation between a pair of stimuli can extend beyond that · one pair. We can think of these controlling relations as general controlling relations. One general controlling relation between stimuli is equivalence, that is, that A = B, that B = C, and, that, therefore, C = A. The general aspect qualify as behavior under the control of two general relations and, further, that these two general relations, themselves, can be controlled. To this end we asked college students to perform a conditional discrimination in which we provided feedback for comparison selections that exemplified one of the two general relations in the task, reversed the exemplified relation for which feedback was provided, and then trained and tested contextually controlled responding to the various configurations.
Experiment 1
In the present experiments the relations of interest between stimuli exemplified taxons and themes. Subjects received feedback for selections among two or three comparisons in an arbitrary matching-tosample task in which one comparison related to the sample taxonomically, another related thematically, and a third (where present) related in no discernible way. Subjects were then tested on novel configurations to determine whether general controlling relations could be inferred from their conditional discrimination responses.
Method Subjects
Eight college students, volunteers from the beginning psychology course at Utah State University, participated in this experiment for extra credit in the course. Five were male and three female. Their ages ranged from 18 to 22 years. All subjects were able to complete all phases of this experiment in a Single sitting of about 60 min.
Stimuli
Configurations were composed of drawings of objects. The composition of each configuration is shown in Table 1 . In each 
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Violin Guitar Record Player Apple configuration , one drawing constituted a sample and the others constituted comparisons to be selected in relation to the sample. One of the comparisons was chosen to exhibit a taxonomic relation with the sample, another a thematic relation with the sample, and a third (where appropriate) no discernible relation with the sample. The first 50 of these configurations were divided into five sets of 10 configurations each , while the sixth and seventh sets contained 7 configurations each .
Representations of the objects listed in Table 1 were downloaded from CorelDraw (1992), laser printed in black on standard white paper, sized to be approximately 4 cm x 4 cm and then laminated individually onto card stock (5.6 x 5.6 cm).
Procedure Table 2 shows the design of the experiment which was a recycling train/test design in which subjects were trained (i.e., received feedback) on a set or sets of configurations and then were shown a set of novel configurations to which they responded in the absence of feedback. In all experiments, all subjects were seen individually in a small office in the Psychology Department. Present were the experimenter (LK) and a recorder.
Subjects were presented each configuration by the experimenter seated across a table. The sample was presented first. Then the two or three comparisons were presented in a horizontal row beneath the sample. On the first trial , the experimenter pointed to the sample and said, "Look at this." Then he pointed to the comparisons, and said, "Which of these goes with this one?" During training phases, depending on the feedback condition, praise was given if the subject selected a comparison consistent with the experimenter's feedback. If the subject selected a comparison that was not consistent with the experimenter's feedback, she or he was told to select again (correction procedure). During test phases, when the subject was shown novel configurations, no feedback was given upon the subject's selection of a comparison. All sets of configurations were randomized into blocks so that subjects could not respond to the order of the configurations.
Four subjects (S1 , S2 , S3, S4) saw two comparisons per configuration. S1 and S2 received positive verbal feedback for taxonomic selections, whereas S3 and S4 received positive verbal feedback for thematic selections. An additional 4 subjects (S 10, S 13, S 11, S 12) saw three comparisons per configuration. S10 and S13 received positive verbal feedback for taxonomic selections, and S11 and S12 received positive verbal feedback for thematic selections.
Phase 1. Subjects responded to the 20 configurations of Sets 1 and 2 with no feedback for comparison selections.
Phase 2. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 1 and were given feedback for selection of comparison stimuli that indicated either taxonomic or thematic relations between sample and comparison. Subjects repeated these configurations until 9 of 10 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback. Phase 4. Subjects responded again to the 10 configurations of Set 2 with feedback given for each comparison selection . The presentation of this set continued until 9 of 10 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 5. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 1 and the 10 configurations of Set 2 mixed together with feedback given for each comparison selection. The presentation of this mixed set continued until 18 of 20 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 6. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 3. No feedback was provided upon comparison selection in each configuration.
Phase 7. Subjects responded again to the 10 configurations of Set 3 with feedback given for each comparison selection. The presentation of this set continued until 9 of 10 comparison selectiQns were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 8. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 1, the 10 configurations of Set 2, and the 10 configurations of Set 3 mixed together with feedback given for each comparison selection. The presentation of this mixed set continued until 27 of 30 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 9. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 4. No feedback was provided upon comparison selection in each configuration.
Phase 10. Subjects responded again to the 10 configurations of Set 4 with feedback given for each comparison selection. The presentation of this set continued until 9 of 10 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 11. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 1, the 10 configurations of Set 2, the 10 configurations of Set 3; and the 10 configurations of Set 4 mixed together with feedback given for each comparison selection. The presentation of this mixed set continued until 36 of 40 comparison selections were consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 12. Subjects responded to the 10 configurations of Set 5. No feedback was provided upon comparison selection in each configuration.
Phase 13. Subjects responded to the seven configurations presented twice of either Set 6 or Set 7. Set 6 was given to those subjects who were trained to select taxonomically, and Set 7 was given to those subjects who were trained to select thematically. No feedback was provided upon comparison selection in each configuration. Given that subjects received different configurations in Phase 13, their responses therein can only be compared across subjects within training modalities (i.e., taxonomic or thematic) with respect to the configurations themselves. Figure 1 shows the data for the 4 subjects who received feedback for selecting taxonomically (S1 and S2, top panels) or thematically related comparisons (S3 and S4, bottom panels) where there were two comparisons in each configuration. In all but the last figure (i.e., Figure 6 : Experiment 3), in all of these experiments the ordinates denote the proportion of taxonomic selections on the set(s) of configurations within a phase. Phases of the experiment are shown on the abscissas with test phases denoted on the abscissas with asterisks.
Results and Discussion
Differential selections by subjects in Phase 1 in the absence of feedback suggest the differences in subjects at the beginning of the experiment. S1 , 0 0 1" 2 3" 4 6 6" 7 8 9" 10 1112"13" 1" 2 3" 4 6 6" 7 8 9" 10 1112"13" Phases Phases Figure 1 . The proportion of taxonomic selections in a two-comparison conditional discrimination. 81 and 82 (top panels) were given positive feedback for taxonomic selections, and 83 and 84 (bottom panels) were given positive feedback for thematic selections. Asterisks on the abscissas denote test phases.
83, and 84 responded mostly taxonomically in this phase and 82 responded mostly thematically. With one set of training (Phase 2) for 81 and 82, comparison selections thereafter were 90% to 100% taxonomic on the test configurations. Acquisition of the selection of thematic comparisons required more phases for 83 and 84. However, by Phase 6 each responded to only 2 of the 10 novel, test configurations taxonomically. Thereafter 83 responded to all the configurations in the remaining test phases with thematic comparison selections and the same was true for 84 with the exception of one taxonomic selection during Phase 9. Figure 2 shows the data for the 4 subjects (810, 811 , 812, 813) who observed three comparison stimuli per configuration. With one slight exception, 810 and 813 (top panels), both of whom received feedback for taxonomic comparison selections, replicated the performances of 81 and 82 (ct. Figure 1) . The exception was 810 who selected only 70% taxonomically in Phase 13, whereas the other subject in this condition (813) selected taxonomically in Phase 13 100% of the time.
However, the presence of a third comparison appeared to produce a different performance for 811 and 812 (Figure 2 , bottom panels) , who received feedback for thematic comparison selections. After each training phase with feedback for thematic selections, 811 and 812 continued to make taxonomic selections on the novel test configurations. &.
~ 0.2 n. S12theme 1" 2 3" 4 6 6" 7 8 9" 101112"13" 1" 2 3" 4 5 S" 7 8 9" 101112"13" Phases Phases Figure 2 . The proportion of taxonomic selections in a 3-comparison conditional discrimination. S10 and S13 (top panels) were given positive feedback for taxonomic selections, while S11 and S12 (bottom panels) were given positive feedback for thematic selections. Asterisks on the abscissas denote test phases.
S 10 selected the unrelated comparison on 2 of 40 trials in Phase 1, S12 on 2 of 40 trials in Phase 1 and 1 of 40 trials in Phase 4. S11 and S13 never selected the unrelated comparisons.
The performances of S11 and S12 do not permit an inference of control by a general relation for these subjects. Additionally, their performances cast doubt on whether selections of thematic comparisons by S3 and S4 in the two-comparison task were controlled by a general relation based on themes or whether S3 and S4 responded therein some other way (ct. Carrigan & Sidman, 1992; Stromer & Osborne, 1982) . For example, S3 and S4 may have responded away from the taxonomic selection (Figure 1 ). Such a strategy is possible in the two-comparison task but is less possible in the three-comparison task suggesting a reason for the differences seen here between thematically trained subjects who observed two (S3 and S4) versus three (S11 and S12) comparisons per configuration.
One other way to teach subjects that there exists a controlling relation beyond those on each trial is to reverse the selections in each configuration receiving feedback within subjects to determine if this reversal controls the subjects' conditional discrimination responses to novel configurations appropriately (cf. Harlow, 1959) .
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 each subject only had experience with feedback on each configuration for either selecting comparisons taxonomically or thematically, but not both. Without a possible contrasting condition within configurations, subjects might not learn that general controlling relations exist.
Method Subjects
Seven college students, volunteers from the beginning psychology course at Utah State University, participated in this experiment for extra credit in the course. Four were female and three were male. Ages ranged from 18 to 23 years. All subjects were able to complete all phases of this experiment in a single sitting or two of about 60 min.
Stimuli
Configurations were the same as in Experiment 1 (Table 1) .
Procedure
This was the same as Experiment except that when subjects 55 theme 1" 2 3" 4 5 S" 7 8 g" 101112"13" Phases 5Stax 1" 2 3" 4 S 6" 7 8 9" 10 1112"13" 1" 2 3" 4 S 6" 7 8 9" 10 1112"13" Phases Phases Figure 3 . The proportion of taxonomic selections in a two-comparison conditional discrimination. S5 (top panels) was first given positive feedback for taxonomic selections (top left) and then given positive feedback for thematic selections (top right), and S6 (bottom panels) was first given positive feedback for thematic selections (bottom left) and then given positive feedback for taxonomic selections (bottom right). Asterisks on the abscissas denote test phases.
completed the first cycle of all 13 phases of the experiment, they began again . During the second cycle in all phases that contained feedback, the feedback was changed to the relation that did not receive feedback during the first cycle. Two subjects (S5 and S6) saw two comparisons in each configuration , one (S5) began with feedback for taxonomic selections, while the other (S6) began with feedback for thematic selections. Five subjects saw three comparisons in each configuration. S14, S17, and S18 began with feedback for taxonomic selections, and S 15 and S 16 began with feedback for thematic selections.
Results and Discussion Figure 3 shows the proportion of taxonomic selections for S5 who received feedback first for taxonomic selections and then was reversed to thematic selections (top panels) and S6 who received feedback first for thematic selections and then was reversed to taxonomic selections (bottom panels) . When given feedback for taxonomic selections both subjects responded taxonomically near 100% of the time, with the exception of Phase 13. Both subjects selected taxonomically in the absence of feedback during Phase 1 of the thematic cycle of the experiment , but the reafter, both S5 and S6 selected thematic ĩldlirfUIlIU l~lL " ' : -, , , , , ,I Figure 4 . The proportion of taxonomic selections in a three-comparison conditional discrimination . S14, S17, and S18 (left panels) were given positive feedback first for taxonomic selections and then given positive feedback for thematic selections (right panels). Asterisks on the abscissas denote test phases.
comparisons primarily on novel test configurations when given feedback for selecting thematically in training phases. Figure 4 shows taxonomic selections for 814, 817, and 818, all of whom began with feedback for taxonomic selections with three comparisons per configuration. All 3 subjects selected taxonomically near 100% within a few phases on both training and test phases. In the repeat of Phase 1 in the absence of feedback in the reversal cycle, all 3 subjects continued to select taxonomically on 100% of the configurations. When the reversed contingencies were experienced in Phase 2 in the second cycle, thereafter the 3 subjects chose predominantly thematically. 817 constituted a partial exception by reverting to complete taxonomic selection on the Phase 3 and Phase 6 tests before selecting thematically thereafter. n. S16tax 1* 2 3* 4 6 6* 7 8 9* 10 1112*13* Phases S1&tax 1* 2 3* 4 6 &* 7 8 9* 10 1112*13* 1* 2 3* 4 6 &* 7 8 9* 10 1112*13* Phases Phases Figure 5 . The proportion of taxonomic selections in a three-comparison conditional discrimination. S15 and S16 were given positive feedback first for thematic selections (left panels) and then given positive feedback for thematic selections (right panels). Asterisks on the abscissas denote test phases.
with feedback for thematic selections with three comparisons. These subjects present a somewhat different picture. Both continued taxonomic selections during test phases. For S15 there was a reduction of taxonomic selections in the Phase 6 test, although such selections still constituted a majority on this test. Further reductions from Phase 6 of taxonomic selections occurred in Phases 9, 12, and 13, although at no time was thematic selection complete. However, in the re-presentation of Sets 1 and 2 during Phase 1 of the reversal cycle, S 15 responded thematically throughout. On the test phases, S16 showed no sign of being affected generally by the thematic feedback contingency until Phase 13 of the first cycle in this experiment in spite of excellent performance during training phases. However, S16 finally selected all thematically in Phase 13 and this mode of selection carried over to Phase 1 and the repetition of Sets 1 and 2 in the reversal cycle-without feedback.
With experience of the reversed contingencies in Phase 2, both subjects quickly selected taxonomically at or near 100% of configurations in all phases thereafter. S15 selected the unrelated comparisons on 2 of 40 trials in Phases 2 and 4 respectively during feedback for thematic selections, whereas S16 selected unrelated comparisons on 1, 1, and 2 trials out of 40 in Phases 1, 2, and 4, respectively, during feedback for thematic selections.
Taken together the results of Experiment 2 suggest that responding in this conditional discrimination is relational. This is probable because configurations were novel for subjects during test phases. If subjects continued to respond as they had (i.e., taxonomically or thematically) during the previous training phases, it is reasonable to assume that their responses were similarly controlled in both phases. Had subjects been responding under the control of individual if ... then relations (e.g., if A . . . then B) there would have been little consistent selection on the novel configurations of the test sets.
Subjects appeared to generalize taxonomy selection more quickly than thematic selection , perhaps because college students are known to respond taxonomically in similar tasks (Smiley & Brown, 1979) .
A yet more substantial inference in regard to relational responding would be possible if it could be demonstrated that the two general relations in this task could themselves be controlled (e.g. , Gatch & Osborne, 1989; Steele & Hayes, 1989) .
Experiment 3
One way to demonstrate relational responding between stimuli is to control which putative relation is enabled using contextual stimuli (e.g., Gatch & Osbome, 1989; Steele & Hayes, 1991) . This type of stimulus control has been called both contextual control and second-order control (Sidman, 1986) . For instance, Steele and Hayes (1991) signaled when subjects should respond to a configuration based on an equivalence relation between a sample and comparison or based on a relation of opposite between the same sample and another comparison. In the present experiment nonsense trig rams were used to signal whether comparison selection on a configuration should be taxonomically or thematically related to the sample.
Method Subject
One 21-yr-old, male, college student, who volunteered from the beginning psychology course at Utah State University, served in this experiment for extra credit in the course. The subject was able to complete all phases of this experiment .in a single sitting of about 60 min.
Stimuli
The configurations were the same as Experiment 1 (with three comparisons). In addition, two nonsense syllables were constructed (XAT and EHT) . These were printed in black on white paper in a large font and laminated onto 4 x 4 cm cardstock and one of the two was propped in front of the configuration on all trials except for those in Phase 1.
Procedure
Phase 1. The subject was presented the 20 configurations of Sets 1 and 2 in th is phase without the presence of the contextual stimuli and without feedback for his selections.
Phase 2a. The subject was presented with a randomized block of the 10 configurations from Set 1. Positive feedback was delivered for selection of taxonomically related comparisons in the presence of XAT until the subject met the criterion of 9/10 selections consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
The same 10 configurations were presented again in another randomized block. Positive feedback was delivered for selection of thematically related comparisons in the presence of EHT until the subject met the criterion of 9/10 selections consistent with the experimenter's feedback.
Phase 2b. The same 10 configurations of Set 1 were presented again in another randomized block. Positive feedback was delivered for taxonomic selections in the presence of XAT for the first five configurations and for thematic selections in the presence of EHT for the second five configurations. This continued until the subject made 9/10 selections consistent with the experimenter's feedback for each contextual stimulus.
Phase 2c. The same 10 configurations of Set 1 were randomized again into a block of 20 configurations such that each configuration appeared twice. The presentations of the contextual stimuli were then randomized across this block with respect to the first appearance of each of the pairs of configurations with the restriction that each contextual stimulus could be present for no more than three consecutive configurations. The presentation of this set of configurations continued until the subject made 18/20 selections consistent with the experimenter's feedback, that is, consistent with the contextual stimulus present on each trial.
Phase 3. The 10 configurations of Set 2 were presented twice in two randomized blocks of 20 configurations with the contextual stimuli randomized across all 40 configurations as in Phase 2c, but without feedback.
Testing out. When the subject scored at criterion on Phase 3, that is, made 36/40 selections consistent with the contextual stimulus on each configuration , the subject was tested out. That is, the tests for Phases 6, 9, 12, and 13 were presented consecutively without feedback in the absence of any further training. (S20 sawall 14 configurations of Sets 6 and 7 rather than the configurations of either Set 6 or Set 7 presented twice as was the case for subjects in Experiments 1 and 2). any given trial. With one exception, it was constructed by individually summing the consistent selections in the presence of each contextual stimulus and the non related comparison stimulus and dividing each by the total number of selections possible. (The exception was Phase 1 in which the contextual stimuli were not presented.) Selections of the unrelated comparisons are shown in Figure 6 as "other." Phase 1. S20 selected 18 of 40 (.45) taxonomic comparisons, 12 of 40 (.30) thematic comparisons, and 10 of 40 (.25) comparisons that were neither taxonomically or thematically related to samples from Sets 1 and 2 in this phase. Strictly speaking, this performance should not be cast in terms of a discrimination index in this phase because any comparison selection was appropriate on any configuration, but the figure is composed in this way to compare the performance in this phase with that in the remaining phases.
Results and Discussion
Phase 2a. On the first two passes through the 10 configurations of Set 1 in the presence of XAT, S20 selected taxonomically on all configurations except for two on which he chose thematically on each pass. On the third and fourth pass he selected taxonomically on all configurations for a total of 36/40 (.90). On the next two passes through these 10 configurations (a new randomized block) in the presence of EHT, he selected thematically 18/20 (.90) times. During all of this phase, S20 did not select the unrelated comparison on any trial.
Phase 2b. In this phase, five presentations of XAT were followed by five Phase 3. The 10 configurations of Set 2 were presented without feedback in four randomized blocks with the contextual stimuli randomized across each two presentations of each configuration for a total of 40 trials. S20 saw each configuration four times, twice in the presence of each contextual stimulus, in the absence of feedback. This was the first true test phase of Experiment 3. S20 selected taxonomically on 18 of 20 configurations (.90) in the presence of XAT and 18 of 20 configurations (.90) in the presence of EHT. On two configurations-the same two-in the presence of EHT, S20 selected the non related comparison. The two inconsistent selections in the presence of XAT were made to the thematic comparison for that configuration, the same configuration in each pass.
Phase 6. This phase was the same as Phase 3 except that S20 was presented the novel configurations of Set 3. S20 selected taxonomically on Phase 13. There were 14 total configurations in Sets 6 and 7, each of which a pilot study suggested were strongly responded to taxonomically or thematically (in the absence of contextual stimuli or other consequences). Thus, these configurations constituted the strongest test of the control of the contextual stimuli. These configurations were randomized into four blocks of 14 and the contextual stimuli randomized across all four blocks with the same restrictions as before. Again , S20 saw each configuration four times, twice in the presence of each contextual stimulus, with no feedback for his selections. S20 chose a taxonomic comparison on 26 of 28 (.93) presentations of XATchoosing the thematic comparison on the remaining two configurations (the same each time), chose 28 thematic comparisons on 28 (1 .0) presentations of configurations with EHT, and chose the nonrelated comparisons on 0 occasions of 56 opportunities.
When he was debriefed, S20 reported that XAT meant that things were the same type like animals or fruits and that EHT meant that things went together such as a telephone and an ear.
The results of Experiment 3 suggest the generalized, contextual control of relational responding by S20, particularly because this contextually controlled responding occurred in the absence of feedback in the last five phases of this experiment to novel configurations not seen previously by the subject.
General Discussion
In the present studies subjects selected comparisons in a matching-tosample task that were either taxonomically or thematically related to the sample consistent with feedback from the experimenter. The experimenter's feedback, in turn, was consistent with one of the two contrOlling relations in any configuration (i.e., theme or taxon). Generalized relational control by taxon or theme was demonstrated in test phases where, in the absence of feedback from the experimenter, subjects continued to respond taxonomically or thematically to test configurations they had not previously seen. For 1 subject, it was shown that contextual stimuli could Signal, on a trial-by-trial basis, which relation (taxonomic or thematic) was enabled, and, therefore, which comparison was the one to select on any configuration. This contextual control generalized to novel configurations in the absence of feedback from the experimenter.
The consistent selection by subjects of one kind of comparison-those indicative of taxonomic or thematic controlling relations-<luring test phases suggests the function of implicit rules, to wit, "choose one that is related by kind (taxon)" and "choose one that is related by cause (theme}." The contextual stimuli appear to have made these rules explicit (Le., EHT means choose according to theme; XAT means choose according to taxon). In tum, this logic suggests a synonymity between the construct, rule, and the construct, generalized controlling relation. Hayes (1991 ) has theorized that human responses to conditional discriminations occur in a context conceptualized as a frame, such frame arbitrarily specified by a contextual stimulus. The present experiments suggest that the experimenter's feedback defined the frames in Experiments 1 and 2 and the experimenter's feedback paired with the contextual stimuli defined the frames in Experiment 3.
Two VS. three comparisons. Within the matching-to-sample task several investigators have suggested various sorts of extraneous stimulus control , including control by the S-in a two-comparison matching-to-sample task (Carrigan & Sidman, 1992; Stromer & Osborne, 1982) , which appears to be the process by which learning by exclusion occurs (Mcllvane & Stoddard, 1981 , 1985 . In the present studies, in the experiments that contrasted the same configurations, but with two or three comparisons, it was shown that acquisition of generalized selection of the thematic comparisons was more difficult with three comparisons (Experiment 1: Figure 2 ; Experiment 2: Figure 4 ; Figure 5 ) than with two. Without direct proof of such-always the problem with inferring the controlling stimulus-it can not be said that the subjects observing two comparisons were controlled by the thematic relation , but it is probable that they were not, because the subjects who did not have the lUXUry of responding by exclusion (those with three comparisons) took longer to exhibit generalized selection of thematic comparisons. Although there is no direct proof of what relation controlled these latter subjects' selections either, it is unlikely to be exclusion, and therefore perhaps more likely to be the relation proffered by the experimenter. By extension, the performances of the 4 subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 who saw two comparisons (S3, S4, S5, and S6) and received feedback for choosing thematic selections can not be said to be controlled by the thematic relation either because they could have responded to each configuration therein by determining the sample/taxonomic comparison relation and then choosing the comparison that was not the taxonomic comparison (Le., the controlling relation could have been exclusion).
Three comparisons per configuration offered the subjects who saw them the opportunity to respond to a stimulus chosen by the experimenter to be unrelated to the sample. There were some selections of these comparisons. However, these selections were a small fraction of subjects' total selections suggesting that for the most part the so-called unrelated stimulus was, indeed, functionally unrelated by subjects to the sample in most configurations. Exceptions can be characterized in two ways: first, a number of the unrelated comparison selections occurred in the earliest phases of the experiments. The most prolific occurred in the Phase 1 test before the subject experienced any feedback for her/his selections. With the exception of S17 who selected the same comparison twice in Phase 13 of Experiment 2 (in the reversal cycle after thematic feedback), and the exception of S20, whose procedure was different (testing out) in Phase 6 (Figure 6 ), no subject made a selection of an unrelated comparison after Phase 4. Second, more selections of the unrelated comparisons appeared to occur during or after phases in which there was feedback for thematic selections. Perhaps thematic relations are more abstract than taxonomic relations.
Selective attention in matching to sample. There are at least three appropriate sources of stimulus control in matching to sample (Carter & Werner, 1978) . In the first, the subject discriminates between successive samples. In the second, the subject discriminates between or among simultaneously present comparisons. In the third the subject discriminates at least one sample/comparison relation . But what of the case where controlling relations exist between the sample and more than one comparison? Such may be the case in the current task. It seems reasonable to assume in the very simple drawings of objects used in the present experiments that two controlling relations exist on every configuration. If both of these controlling relations are presumed to be functional , then what makes a subject more likely to select one than the other? The problem may be one of selective attention (e.g., Born, Snow, & Herbert, 1969; Ray, 1969; Reynolds, 1961) .
That is, other stimuli control which of the controlling relations is functional on any configuration and, conversely, which is not. In essence, where there are two contrOlling relations on a configuration comparison selection results in part from the effect of the context, either implicit (conSistent feedback from the experimenter) or explicit (the contextual stimuli).
Generalized relational control in Experiments 1 and 2 was "pushed" by scheduling configurations in Phase 13 that were responded to strongly either thematically (Set 6) or taxonomically (Set 7) in a pilot study. Overall, generalized relational control persisted in Phase 13, but there were interesting exceptions. Configurations 52, 56, and 57 from Set 6 (Table 1) evoked thematic selections by some subjects who were trained taxonomically (e.g., Figure 5 : S15). However, these were minor exceptions. They may occur when a subject does not observe a sample and comparison that meets the rule, or when a subject observes a sample and comparison that meets the rule in a way not comprehended by the experimenter.
These experiments increase by two the kinds of controlling relations studied by behavior analysts. And they do so with two relations of some interest to developmental psychologists (e.g., Markman & Hutchinson, 1984) . The generalized (Exp. 2), and generalized, contextually controlled (Exp. 3) relational responding is novel to these procedures with these particular stimulus relations but not to other procedures in behavior analysis such as those that result in the development of generalized imitation (e.g., Baer, Peterson, & Sherman, 1967) , or in the uncovering of rules that control verbal behavior (Guess, 1969; Guess, Sailor, Rutherford, & Baer,1968) to name two.
Configurations such as those in the present task are fraught with difficulty for the behavior analyst because they employ representations of naturally occurring stimuli. It stands to reason that for most experienced humans, controlling relations already exist between these stimuli. But does that mean we should not utilize such stimuli? Given the relatively consistent outcomes such configurations appear to provide (cf. Osborne & Calhoun, 1998) , the results of the present research suggest a negative response.
